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Katie Ridder’s extraordinary palette, her playful mix of antiques and modern pieces, and her eye for unusual
decorative accents have established her as a leading figure in the world of interior design. Clients from
Buenos Aires to San Francisco to Nantucket have commissioned Ridder to design their lofts, pavilions,
summer houses, and luxury apartments. Now everyone can derive design inspiration from her unique
approach—whether it’s something as charmingly simple as a coral finial atop a table lamp or as dramatically
daring as intense blue walls stenciled in an oversize paisley motif—on every page of this idea-saturated
book.

Praise for Katie Ridder Rooms:

“Katie Ridder's interiors are simply sublime—confident, artful, and elegant. This marvelous book reflects her
impeccable taste and fearless sense of style; it brims with lush, inspiring photos and useful tips.”

—Margaret Russell, Editor in Chief, Architectural Digest
 

“Katie Ridder’s imagination has always astonished me. Her work is rich in color and has an incomparable
sense of scale. Katie Ridder Rooms is a trove of imaginative ideas.” —Mario Buatta

"There's always a delightful and inspiring surprise in a Katie Ridder Room. From delicate coral finials to
brazen upholstery, Ridder exemplifies good and innovative design." --Traditional Home
 
"A new book, Katie Ridder Rooms, written by Heather Smith MacIsaac and photographed by Eric Piasecki,
is an intimate look at Ridder's glamourous and colorful designs. Organized by room, Katie Ridder Rooms is
full of beauty, but also practical ideas that can be applied to any style." --Houzz.com

"With 240 color illustrations, this collection of rooms from leading interior designer Katie Ridder provides
ample inspiration, whether you're a decorating aficionado or someone who just wants a fresh look for your
living room." -Charlotte Observer
 
"Katie Ridder Rooms is 235 pages of luscious interiors in rich, full-color photos with lots of narrative,
complete with a source guide. One of the neat things in this book is a short segment near the end focusing on
details--comparing wallpaper patterns, lampshades and upholstery styles. The book is meant to help the
reader with ideas & it succeeds with every page." -Made By Girl blog

"One of my very favorite books this season is the bright and beautiful book showcasing the wealth of talent
that is Katie Ridder. Author Heather Smith MacIsaac takes us into Katie Ridder Rooms showing off Katie's
creativity and daring use of color with abandon." -- Katie D-I-D Blog

"To be honest, I had never heard of Ridder before I picked up this book, but now that I've seen so many
stunning examples of her interior designs, I feel a little obsessed with her. . . . A great book for anyone who
loves to dream about beautiful interior spaces." --Fort Worth Star Telegram

"Gorgeous photos throughout show a range of designs. . . .You will be hard-pressed not to come away with



some ideas for any room in your house after seeing Ridder's world. The book's layout, with large photos and
straightforward advice, hints of Ridder's background in the magazine world--House Beautiful and House &
Garden--where beauty is often paired with instruction. That approach here makes for more than just a good-
looking tome." -- Portland Oregonian
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From reader reviews:

Herman Nelson:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the subject Katie Ridder
Rooms suitable to you? The actual book was written by famous writer in this era. Typically the book untitled
Katie Ridder Roomsis a single of several books that everyone read now. That book was inspired lots of
people in the world. When you read this book you will enter the new way of measuring that you ever know
previous to. The author explained their thought in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to
recognise the core of this guide. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. So you
can see the represented of the world with this book.

Clarence Jenkins:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always try to and must have the extra time or they will get large
amount of stress from both daily life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely sure. People is human not a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity have you got
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer can unlimited right. Then ever try this
one, reading books. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, typically the book you have
read is definitely Katie Ridder Rooms.

Randolph Urban:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the coastal world or hanging out with good friends is thing
that usually you might have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try factor that really
opposite from that. A single activity that make you not sense tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you have been ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Katie Ridder Rooms, you can
enjoy both. It is excellent combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can
happen its mind hangout guys. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its called reading friends.

David Murray:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you
might have it in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This particular Katie Ridder Rooms can give
you a lot of friends because by you taking a look at this one book you have thing that they don't and make an
individual more like an interesting person. This particular book can be one of a step for you to get success.
This guide offer you information that probably your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than different
make you to be great people. So , why hesitate? We need to have Katie Ridder Rooms.
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